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Answer all questious

Time : Two horrrs

1. Deflne the term "an eigenvalue" of a iinear transformatiorl.

Explain what is meant by "a linear transformation is diagonalizablc.,'

(a) Prove that eigenvectom that coresponding to distinct €igetvahes

ofa lineal traasformation 7:7 )V arc linearly independent,

where V is a vector space,

(b) Prove that if ? is a linear transformation such that ?2 = 1 ihen

the sum of all eigenvalues of ? is an integer.

Find the eigenvaiues for the linear translormation ? : 0?3 --r 0t3

su"h tlral T(r,c,:) = lx -2g+22. r 2y - z. -.t- g . 421

where u, g, z € $1.

further find a non-singular matdx P srch that P I/P is diago-

nal, where ,4 is the matrix lepresentatioD of ?.



(a) Define the term liskew- symmetric" as applied to an n x n matrix.

. Lcl, i4 be a real skew-symmel,ric mai,rix with eigenvalue ).

i. Prove ihat ,\ is zero or purely imaginary, and ) is also ar,

eigenvalue oL4.

ii. If (A- )I)22 = 0 ard g = (A-.\I)z rhen by evatuating (t)'s,
show that g:0, where y and z are 7r-coium4 vectors.

(b) Find an orthogonal transformation which reduces the following

quadraiic form to a diaeonal form

Zrl+Sal+Z + hp2 * 4:t2t4 ! 2x1ax.

Let ,\1 and .tr2 be two distinct roots of the equatiotr I ,4 - .\g l= 0,

where.4 and B are rea! symmetdc matrices and let z1 and z2 be two

vecto$ satisfying (A- \iB)ui =0fori=1,2, Prove thatuTBu2=0.

I

Simultaneously reduce the following pair of quadratic forms

6 = .rl+tl-+ rl r2x2rj. 2t1xs- 2r1x2
i-02 = 3xi+ ti t 3tj - 2:r2t3 - 2xp3 - 2tg2



4. What is meant by an, "inner product" o1r a vector space?

(a) Prove that, for any vectors c, g in all inner product space,

l<,,s>l < ll 'llll vll .

(b)

(.)

State Cram-Schmidt plocess and use it to flrd the orthonormal

set for span of 5 in ft3, whele S = {(1,1, 1), (0,1,1), (0,0, 1)}.

Let X be an iqner product space and M be a 6nite dimensional

subspace of X. Prove that X : M@M!,l^iherc MI is orthogoual

complement of M and @ denotes the direct sum.


